
Global & industry compliance - simplify compliance and keep business moving with fast, secure e-signatures
designed to meet the most demanding laws and industry-specific regulations.
Signer identity authentication - verify signer identity through knowledge-based authentication, phone
authentication, and other methods.
Integration with any app - Adobe Sign for enterprise includes extensive APIs to easily add e-signature capabilities to
the apps you and your customers rely on.
Error proof workflow - design business processes that everyone can follow. Adobe Sign allows you to drag and drop
to create workflow templates that reduce mistakes and streamline the signing process.

Enterprise-grade capabilities

Electronic signatures - to sign a document, simply
upload the document to sign, add the signer's
address and hit send. It's that easy!
Tracking & management - Adobe Sign offers real-
time notifications and reminders making it easy to
track and manage every document you send.
Mobile power - you can send, track and manage the
entire signing process from your mobile device. You
can also  scan documents from your device.
Microsoft Office integration - Adobe Sign is
integrated within your Office applications making it
easy to sign, send and track documents.
Automatic record keeping - the app automatically
and securely stores final signed documents and audit
trails of every transaction.

Basic e-signature tools

Reusable templates - add PDFs and documents as
reusable templates so your business can quickly collect
signatures without having to recreate them every time.
Self-serve web forms - you can post PDFs and
documents to your website as online forms that your
customers or employees can instantly fill, sign and
submit.
Mega sign for bulk sending - this feature allows you to
send one (personalised) agreement to multiple people
with a single click.
Branded experiences - Adobe Sign reflects your brand
on all forms and documents for greater consistency,
professionalism and impact.
Online payments - it has never been easier to collect
signatures and payments from customers - all in a
single transaction.

Tools to help your business grow

Adobe Sign is a cloud-based, enterprise-class e-signature service that lets
you replace paper and ink signature processes with fully automated
electronic signature workflows. It is one of the easiest electronic signature
solutions to automate your document workflows on the web, on the
phone, or inside your favourite application. 

TOP FEATURES OF
ADOBE SIGN

The key features of Adobe Sign include:
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For advice on your business workflow requirements and a customised solution, get in touch with the Huon IT team.


